HISTORY OF THE NAWWABS OF THE CARNATIC
In brief, the Nawwab Wazir was deceived by these argu-
ments, and he gave orders for the army to march towards Arcot.
Sayyid Lashkar All Khan* and other amirs of Asaf Jfih
understood the motive underlying these facts, and secretly
informed the Wazir of the mischief of the conspirators and
said: "In the circumstances nothing seems to be more advisable
than to do one of the three following:—
 (1)	Your Highness should proceed in person to pull down
and subdue the fort of Phulcheri.    This great work should not
be entrusted to this or that person.    The enemy should   not   be
considered as weak and helpless.
 (2)	If the design to march towards Arcot is resolved upon,
it is better to set out directly  towards the Deccan.    At present,
Hidayat Muhiyyu'd-DIn Khan who is a prisoner, may be nomi-
nated as the na&im of the Carnatic for  the purpose of extin-
guishing the blaze of mischief. Further two well-known sardurs
with proper forces may be appointed for his help, and the rulers
round about may be ordered to assist him.
 (3)	The order for the execution of the prisoner (Jiidayat
MuhiyyuYl-Din Khan) may be passed so   that the present mis-
chief and confusion caused by the conspirators may come to an
end.
(1) Sayyicl Lashkar Khan was one of the lour dlwdns of Nizfunu'l-
Alulk. He accompanied Nfis?ir Jang to the Carnatic and took great interest
in him; but the latter imprudently sent him back to the Deccan. He could
have saved Nagir Jang from the catastrophe that overtook him, if he had not
been sent to suppress some trouble at Awrangabfid soon after the army
retired from Pondichery to Arcot. Pie was at Awrangabad when Nawwab
Salabat Jang and M. Bussy arrived there. He detested the dominance of the
French at the nie&m'$ court, but carefully concealed his opinions. Later on
he thwarted M. Bussy and tried to wean §alabat Jang from his trust in the
French, but was ultimately forced to cede them the Northern Circars (1753).
He was dismissed from office in 1756 and replaced by Shah Nawaz |Chan.
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